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Abstract. Sentiment analysis has become a widely used approach to
assess the emotional content of written documents such as customer
feedback. In positive psychology research, the typical one-dimensional
analysis framework has been extended to include five dimensions. This
five-dimensional model, PERMA, enables a fine-grained analysis of writ-
ten texts. We propose an approach in which this model, statistical anal-
ysis and the self-organizing map are used. We analyze corpora from var-
ious genres. A hybrid methodology that uses the self-organizing maps
algorithm and human judgment is suggested for expanding the PERMA
lexicon. This vocabulary expansion can be useful for English but it is po-
tentially even more crucial in the case of other languages for which the
lexicon is not readily available. The challenges and solutions related to
the text mining of texts written in a morphologically complex language
such as Finnish are also considered.

Keywords: Text mining, natural language processing, self-organizing
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1 Introduction

Computer-based quantitative methods are becoming more and more popular in
the study of complex phenomena in social sciences and humanities. This trend
has been strengthened by the fact that many modern analysis methods and
tools enable non-reductionistic approaches. Quantitative methods may be useful
in qualitative analysis if thousands or even larger number of variables are dealt
with simultaneously. This idea is reflected in the representation and analysis
of texts as large matrices or tensors. Moreover, computational methods enable
modeling and simulation that takes into account the systems nature of real
world phenomena [3]. Related research areas include systems intelligence [4] and
complexity science [1].
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1.1 Background motivation

In this paper, we take first steps in approaching one highly complex phenomenon
related to psychology, education and philosophy, namely what kind of changes
begin to happen in the students that have attended a course built on life-
philosophical lecturing. By life-philosophical lecturing we refer to a particular
kind of oral pedagogical practice that uses the lecture situation for the benefit of
providing for the listeners an enhanced possibility of life-philosophical reflection
[17, 18]. The dominant lecturing practices seek to function as a channel for prede-
termined knowledge, theories or learning. Then the goal is to make the listeners
to adopt the insights, scholarship or philosophy of the lecturer. In contrast, in
life-philosophical lecturing “the paramount aim is to facilitate, stimulate and
vitalize the participants own life-philosophical thinking in the first-person – his
or her use of the reflective mind” [17]. Life-philosophical lecturing is a form of
positive philosophical practice and seeks key inspiration from the breakthroughs
of the positive psychology movement [22, 21]. Our aim is to be eventually able
to measure from texts written by students the changes such a lecturing practice
stimulates in them. This article describes our first experiments on the matter.

1.2 Sentiment analysis and the PERMA model

Sentiment analysis of written documents aims to determine the overall polarity of
each document of the attitude of the author(s) regarding some topic. Sentiment
analysis has become commonplace and it is widely applied, e.g., in business
intelligence and in analyzing social media contents [25, 15, 14, 5]. The sentiment
of a document is typically calculated as a synthesis of the sentiments of the
words and phrases in the document. A straightforward approach is to manually
associate a positive or negative value for those words that indicate sentiment.
Turney automated this process by calculating the sentiment of a given phrase
by comparing its similarity to a positive reference word (“excellent”) with its
similarity to a negative reference word (“poor”) [25].

A typical approach in sentiment analysis is to estimate the polarity of the
documents. This one-dimensional measure can be replaced by analyzing multiple
factors simultaneously. A straightforward extension is to measure both valence
(positive vs. negative) and arousal (activation vs. deactivation). A more refined
category system of emotions could include level of interest, enjoyment, surprise,
contempt, anger, fear, distress and shame.

In the context of positive psychology research, Seligman has developed the
PERMA model that addresses different aspects of wellbeing [21]. The PERMA
model includes five components related to subjective well-being: Positive emotion
(P), Engagement (E), Relationships (R), Meaning (M) and Achievement (A)
[21]. Researchers have gathered a PERMA lexicon that is a collection of words
that are associated with each of the components in a positive or negative manner
[19].

We propose a way to apply the PERMA model to the analysis of document
collections. Furthermore, we suggest a way for complementing the PERMA vo-
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cabulary that can be useful especially for other languages than English. The
PERMA analysis of texts can be considered at three main levels:

1. PERMA profiling of document collections. This can provide an overall under-
standing of the nature of different corpora. We analyze the five-dimensional
profile of corpora in six different genres.

2. PERMA profiling of individual documents. The second level of analysis is
seen to be useful for the lecturer who is provided tools for familiarizing him-
self with certain aspects of hundreds of long essays written by the students.
A related idea has been presented in the context of MOOCs (massive online
open courses) [8] for mining student contributions.

3. Comparison of PERMA and non-PERMA words. This analysis can be con-
ducted, for example, in order to find new PERMA word candidates. In this
paper, we use the self-organizing map [11] for this purpose.

One way to look at sentiment analysis is to ask first, which are the sentiments
that need to be detected, and second, which features in the text reflect said
sentiments. While PERMA model provides a theory-driven proposal for a set of
such sentiments, as well as seed lists of features, challenges remain. For example,
many texts might not have many PERMA features at all. Moreover, translating
the PERMA vocabulary to another language leads to additional challenges, since
each language might have quite different ways to express for example positivity,
and literal translation of words may not be a sufficient method for capturing
these.

1.3 Why unsupervised methodology

When using learning methods, information regarding properties of interest (fea-
tures) or decisions of interest (e.g. class labels) need to be provided to the learn-
ing system. Feature selection is generally considered a weak form of importing
supervision to a learning system, whereas applying labeled data would consti-
tute a strong form of supervision. One could approach this as a classification
problem, by providing a number of manually classified samples to the system.

Instead, in this case we apply a theory-driven perspective for selecting the fea-
tures, namely the PERMA vocabulary, and then apply an unsupervised learning
method, namely the self-organizing map for exploring the outcome. By providing
prior knowledge in the feature selection stage the researcher is able to give the
learning system information regarding the properties of interest, without having
to determine exactly what the outcome should be regarding any specific case,
such as a document or a collection. The fact that PERMA vocabulary has been
collected already by researchers allows the ready use of unsupervised clustering
and visualization methods for any new corpora as well. This suits well in a text
mining scenario, where the interest is in finding new, surprising phenomena in
the direction of interest of the researcher.
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1.4 Preprocessing morphologically highly complex languages

From a morphological point of view, English is a rather simple language. This
means that methods that are based on lists of keywords (e.g. [24]) can rely on
the idea that there are only a small number of different surface forms of the same
basic form or stem. On the other hand, many other languages have more com-
plex morphology. For instance, in Finnish every noun has about 2,000 different
inflections and every verb more than 10,000. In addition to this, compounding
is very commonplace. Common multi-word phrases in English are often trans-
lated as compounds in Finnish. The outcome of the complex morphology is that
Finnish has billions of surface word forms which cannot be simply categorized
and listed. Fig. 1 shows the seven (out of 99) most common forms of ’merkitys’
(meaning) in our essay corpus. In order to deal with the problem of varying word

Word Translation Freq.

merkitystä meaning (as a partial object) 142
merkitys meaning 101
merkityksen of the meaning 65
merkityksellistä of the meaningful 41
merkityksiä meanings (as a partial object) 36
merkityksellisyyden of the meaningfulness 34
merkityksellisiä meaningful (plural, as a partial object) 32
... ... ..

Fig. 1: Examples of different forms for the word ’merkitys’ (meaning) in Finnish with
the frequency count in our essay corpus.

forms, we have relied on the methodology originally developed by Koskenniemi
[12]. We used an open-source implementation of the model [13] to process our
corpus. The Omorfi tool transformed each inflected word into its basic form. Due
to ambiguities and differences in subtle meanings, the process does not preserve
all information when language borders are crossed but details cannot be dealt
with here.

2 PERMA profiles of different genres

One can compute a PERMA profile for a document by counting the frequencies
of the PERMA words in each component. Our hypothesis was that the PERMA
profiles would be different for text corpora that represent different genres. We
chose the following kinds of corpora: news feeds from Reuters and Finnish news
agency STT, Wikipedia articles on topics that start with the letter A, everyday
conversations collected at UC Santa Barbara [2], proceedings of European par-
liament from 1996 [10], English translation of the fairy tales by Grimm brothers,
corporate e-mails messages sent in Enron. The Enron corpus was divided into
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three parts to check whether the inter-corpus variation is smaller than intra-
corpus variation. The result of the PERMA profile analysis is shown in Fig. 2.

SantaBarbara

Grimm

Europarl

Reuters

WikipediaA

ENRON2

STT

ENRON1

ENRON3

Fig. 2: On the right, relative PERMA profiles for different corpora. Enron e-mails show
high values on Positivity and Achievement but low on Meaning, whereas Europarl and
Wikipedia are low on Positivity but high on Meaning. On the left, the same PERMA
profile information is used to project the corpora on a SOM.

The results indicate that the PERMA vocabulary is able to identify differences
among the document collections in a meaningful and informative way. Firstly,
the profiles are markedly different for the various corpora. Secondly, the results
clearly make sense.

For instance, the news corpora are markedly negative in their content. On the
other hand, the Reuters news corpus also scores high on Relationships whereas
the Finnish STT scores very high on Achievement. The latter seems to be due
to the large proportion of sports news within the STT corpus.

The European parliament corpus obtains high scores on the Meaning dimen-
sion and low on Achievement, which may raise a question regarding whether the
parliament is concerned enough about achieving any concrete goals.

In a striking contrast are the Enron discussions, which show low Meaning
but high Achievement. The emphasis on achievement of concrete goals can be
considered natural in a competitive corporate context. However, one is left to
wonder whether the low proportion of meaningfulness might have been indicative
of upcoming problems, but this is left here as a question for future exploration.

The PERMA analysis over language borders requires further attention. It
is probable that phenomena like linguistic polysemy and cultural contextuality
influence the results in such as way that fine-tuning of the methodology is neces-
sary. For instance, the four most common positive PERMA words in Finnish in
the STT news articles were “voittaa” (to win), “voitto” (victory), “edustaa” (to
represent), and “onnistua” (to succeed). This example reminds that the nature
of the corpora needs to be carefully concerned.
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3 Self-organizing map of sentiment words

In the second case study, we explored the possibility of extending the PERMA
vocabulary. This goal was motivated further by the observation that translating
the vocabulary to another language necessarily introduces errors due to am-
biguity, and is likely to result in an incomplete feature set for that particular
language. Thus, research on automatic or semi-automatic means of complement-
ing the feature set is important.

The SOM-based process that we suggest is outlined as a diagram in Fig. 3.
The sentiment word list by Hu and Bing [7] was used as an external vocabulary.
In the experiment, we used the WikipediaA corpus for calculating the context
statistics. We formed word-word context matrices so that each element indicates
how many times a sentiment word has appeared in the WikipediaA corpus in
the vicinity of a context word. The context words were chosen to first exclude
the 100 most common words and then to include the next 2000 words in the
order of frequency.

The context window was chosen to be seven words to each direction. This
can be characterized as an intermediate choice. Very short context windows
emphasize syntactic aspects of the words and document-word matrices work
relatively best when the documents are different enough from each other. The
resulting matrix was analyzed using the self-organizing map algorithm, presented
next. The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) has been used to create word clusters

Fig. 3: The process of using the SOM in extending the coverage of a theory-based
vocabulary.

automatically from statistical features obtained from corpora [16, 6]. The SOM
algorithm produces a topological ordering by mapping the input space to an
array of nodes. Each node of a SOM consists of a prototype vector mi of the
same dimension as the input vectors xi. The nodes are typically organized in the
form of a lattice. In an organized map, each input is associated with a prototype
in a specific location. The basic idea is that if two input are similar they tend
to be close to each other on the map. The SOM is rather similar to clustering
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algorithms but does not produce explicit clusters. It rather creates a diagram
that aims to “mirror” the high-dimensional data (usually) in two dimensions as
faithfully as possible.

In this case, as the data consists of statistical information on the contex-
tual use of words, the end result is map where similar words are close to each
other. In the result, several cases may be discussed qualitatively. The positive
achievement words (marked by “A+”) have been divided into two clusters in the
upper and lower left side of the map. Some nearby words such as “progressive”
and “renowned” could clearly be considered candidates for extending the A+
lexicon. The number of Relationship (R) and Engagement (E) words in the Hu
and Bing word list [7] appeared to be low. The Meaning (M) words form a clear
single cluster with the exception of the word “patriotic”. These kinds of findings
can potentially be used to re-evaluate the PERMA lexicon.

4 Conclusions and discussion

We have applied a five-dimensional PERMA framework and associated vocabu-
lary on performing sentiment analysis on text collections in two different ways.

In the first case, several text collections from different genres were analyzed
and their differences observed. We were able to show that the PERMA profiles
of the corpora fit with the intuitions related to the types of genres. In addition,
the PERMA analysis of the corpora seemed to raise interesting questions such
as did Enron fail because it did not concern itself with meaning, or does EU
parliament concern itself relatively too much on overall meaning and too little
on the achievement of concrete goals to be successful. Based on this it seems
that the PERMA framework is promising on the level of corpora and able to
highlight interesting differences in the respective discourses.

Our initial objective was to understand more closely the processes that the
students go through during life-philosophical lecturing. Due to the challenges
related to translating from one language to another, as well as the high number
of different word forms in Finnish we found that it would be advantageous to
attempt to complement the initial PERMA vocabulary by additional words. We
then explored the possibility of doing so using the Word Category Map method-
ology, where lexical relations of words were used for ordering both PERMA
vocabulary and a set of additional words on a two-dimensional display. The
ordering is able to identify new candidates for consideration to be added as
PERMA features. A fully automatic supervised learning approach could also be
used but, on the other hand, the map provides a valuable view on the relational
structure of the conceptual space.

Once the feature set is rich enough we expect to be able to extend the
PERMA analysis to the full analysis of the PERMA profiles of individual student
essays. Due to the complex nature of the philosophical and psychological con-
tents and cognitive and social processes, reductionistic research methods are not
easily applicable. It seems, however, that text mining and visualization meth-
ods can support traditional qualitative analysis [9]. Development of such tools is
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excellenceA+
perfectA+

achievementA+

effectiveA+
gainA+

acclaimedA+
superiorA+

victoryA+

distinguishedA+
extraordinaryA+

honoredA+

favorite
glory
trust

comprehensive
reformed

strong

influentialA+

famousA+
masterA+

accomplishedA+
educatedA+
powerfulA+

gainedA+
successA+

successfulA+

dawn

variety
worked

progressive

sweet

protection

heaven

fine

notably

popular

revival

renowned

approval
hot

award
best
lead

won

trophy
winner

fame

progress

fresh

breakthrough

interests

magnificent

premier

achievements
defeat

marvel
qualify

rapid

instrumental

liberty

modern

noble
revolutionary

clear
wonder

masters

helpedR+
loveR+

prestigious

contribution

unity

advanced

saint
succeeded

works

important
right

dominated
holy

favor

awarded

romanticR+

defeating
prize

like

intelligence

led

nice

freed
proper

wins

free
top

champion

greatest

good

gold
magic

reform
significant
supported

work

capable
favour

supporting
win

angel

celebrated

improvement

dedicatedE+

golden

available
classic

effectively

winners
winning

leading
successfully

well

well−known

improved

pure

prominent

enough
reforms

awards
outstanding

upgraded

support

beautiful

integrated

protect

grand

supreme

fortune

diplomatic
recommended
renaissance

best−selling

hardy

silent

rich
sharp

defeatedA−

peace

fair
succeeding

restored

better
reputation

bonus

pride

celebration

ready

wiseM+

grace

honor

fast

fans
patient

relief

freedomM+
valuableM+

worthM+

beautyM+
faithM+

spiritualM+

distinction
mighty

paradise

enjoyedP+
fantasticP+
happyP+

positiveP+
superP+

amazingP+
greatP+

bravo

hero

cleared
legendary

liberation
patrioticM+

Fig. 4: A map of sentiment words based on context statistics obtained from the
WikipediaA corpus. The words that belong to the PERMA lexicon are marked with a
label that indicates the category (see Sec. 2 for an explanation).
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useful since manual analysis of student essays is usually limited to rather small
numbers of cases. In our case, a qualitative analysis of 304 essays would be a
considerable human effort but still manageable. The text mining approach, on
the other hand, scales up to thousands and even millions of documents.

Interesting quantitative results can be gained when large corpora are avail-
able, collected, e.g., from social media with additional profile information [20].
A lexicon-based approach can be expanded to include sentence-level analysis to
take into account context effects and to improve the precision of the analysis [23].
In this paper, we consider some of the problems and solutions related to crossing
language borders. One direction is to study more carefully the philosophical and
practical aspects related to multilingual and multicultural studies in this area.

Our longer term goal is develop methodology for the text mining and quan-
titative analysis of texts in the framework of positive psychology. Substantial
developments in this field have taken place recently (cf. [20]), partly based on
earlier developments (cf., e.g., [24]). Our intention is to experiment with differ-
ent statistical machine learning and neural-network methods and to facilitate
approaches for analyzing corpora written in other languages than English.
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